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Research Question

Can hierarchical approaches: 

1. Identify languages that use 
unconventional writing systems 
in low-resource settings? 

2. Resolve confusion among 
languages in custom-trained or 
off-the-shelf models?

F1

Hier 0.95

Root 0.94

MNB 0.10

MLP 0.10

fastText 0.27

CLD3 0.09

langid.py 0.13

Franc 0.13

We focus on bilingual language 
communities that use the Urdu, 
Persian, or Arabic scripts 

Data Sources: 
  
• Wikipedia dumps 
• Local news websites 
• Small pre-published corpora 

Data

Brahui, Punjabi, 
Kashmiri, Sindhi, 
Saraiki, Torwali

Balochi

Northern/Central/
Southern Kurdish, 
Gorani

PERSIAN

URDU

ARABIC

Pashto, Gilaki, Azeri 
Turkish, 
Mazanderani

Arabic

Check out our GitHub!

• Clean, noisy, merged data 
• Compressed trained models for 19 

languages 
• All preprocessing and training 

scripts

{sahmad, magarwa, antonis} @ gmu.edu 

Root Model

Small Classifier #1

Urdu Kashmiri Punjabi Sindhi Saraiki

Small Classifier #2

Persian Gilaki Mazanderani Azeri 
Turkish

Pashto

Small Classifier #3

Gorani Southern 
Kurdish

Central 
Kurdish

Northern 
Kurdish

CUSTOM-
TRAINED {

OFF-THE-SHELF

2.3 Synthetic Data Generation

Using the script mappings, we mimic unconven-
tional writing by generating synthetic sentences
based on the ‘clean’ ones, i.e. sentences in the col-
lected corpora. This is carried out by randomly
substituting characters in the clean sentence with
an alternative in the target script using our map-
pings. In order to evaluate the impact of noise on
language identification, we synthesize data at var-
ious levels starting from 20% noise up to 100%,
where a certain level of noise is applied based
on the number of possible substitutions. Table 2
shows an example of a clean sentence in Northern
Kurdish and its synthetic noisy equivalents based
on the level of noise.
Therefore, the datasets are categorized as fol-

lows:
1. CLEAN: a dataset containing original sen-

tences from the corpora without injecting any
noise. This is equivalent to 0% of noise in
the data. This includes all the selected lan-
guages along with Urdu, Persian, Arabic, and
Uyghur.

2. NOISY: datasets of sentences having noisy
characters at various levels, starting from
20% of noise and gradually increasing 20%
up to 100%. Regardless of usage, detachable
diacritics are removed when the noise level is
100%, including for Kashmiri for which dia-
critics are strictly used. We combine all data
with all levels of noise in a separate dataset
called ALL. Given that Persian, Urdu, Arabic,
and Uyghur do not face unconventional writ-
ing, they are not included in the noisy data.

3. MERGED: the result of merging CLEAN and ALL
datasets.

The CLEAN and NOISY datasets contain 10,000
sentences per language, except for Brahui, Torwali,
and Balochi, for which only 549, 1371, and 1649
sentences are available in the corpora respectively.
Therefore, we included 500 sentences from those
languages in the test sets and upsample the remain-
ing sentences with a coefficient of four, i.e. dupli-
cating four times the remaining sentences, and con-
sider them as a train set. Similarly, for Kashmiri
and Gorani for which 6340 and 8742 sentences are
respectively available, 2000 sentences are added
to the test set while the remaining sentences are
upsampled to have 8000 sentences in the train set.
To avoid an imbalance of data for dominant lan-

guages for which there is no noise, i.e. Urdu, Per-

Noise % Sentence

Clean
دووەمین پێشانگەها فۆتۆگرافەرێن کورد ل بەلجیکا

Second Kurdish photographers’ exhibition in Belgium

20 دووهمین پێشانكهها فۆتۆكرافهرێن كورد ل بهلجیكا

40 دووه مین بشانكه ها فطكرافه رن كورد ل به لجیكا

60 دووة مين بشانكة ها فوتوكرافة رن كورد ل بة لجيكا

80 دووةمين بيشانكةها فؤتؤكرافةرين كورد ل بةلجيكا

100 دووهمين بيشانكهها فوتوكرافهرين كورد ل بهلجيكا

Table 2: A sentence in Northern Kurdish (Kurmanji)
along with its synthetically-generated noisy ones based
on different levels of noise.

sian, Arabic, along with Uyghur, 10,000 more in-
stances are added from their respective clean cor-
pora. As such, theMERGED dataset contains 20,000
clean and noisy sentences per language.

2.4 Benchmarking
We consider language identification as a proba-
bilistic classification problemwhere each sentence
is predicted to belong to a specific class, i.e. lan-
guage, with a certain probability. We use the 80/20
split of the sentences in the various datasets for the
train and test sets as described in the previous sec-
tions. Both sets are from the same data.
As a baseline system, we use fastText’s pre-

trained language identification model–lid.176
that is trained using data from Wikipedia, Tatoeba
and SETimes for 176 languages, including all the
selected languages except Balochi, Brahui, Gilaki,
Gorani, Northern Kurdish (in Perso-Arabic script),
Southern Kurdish and Torwali. In addition, we
train a model using fastText with word vectors of
size 64, a minimum and maximum length of char-
actern-grams of 2 to 6, 1.0 learning rate, 25 epochs
and a hierarchical softmax loss.
Other than the fastText-related baseline and our

own models, we also report precision, recall, and
F1 scores for benchmarking purposes for state-of-
the-art methods such as Google’s CLD3 (Salcianu
et al., 2020), Franc6 and Langid.py (Lui and
Baldwin, 2012). We also share two other base-
lines trained from scratch with character n-gram
features of sizes 2 to 4 - Multinomial Naive Bayes
model (MNB – non-uniform learned class priors,
no Laplace smoothing), and a Multilayer Percep-
tron (MLP) with maximum iterations of 500, one
hidden layer of size 500 and a batch size of 1000.

6https://github.com/wooorm/franc/

Result Highlights

• Off-the-shelf and custom trained 
systems generally perform worse 
in noisy settings  

• A confusion-based hierarchical 
classification can help build on top 
of a reasonable root system 

• Such modeling can help identify 
languages that use unconventional 
writing systems

OURS (HIER)

Methodology

• Manually create script maps and 
generate data at different noise 
levels  

• Inspect classification systems to 
identify highly-confused language 
clusters  

• Off of the best root system, train 
specialized hierarchical classifiers 
to resolve confusion

http://gmu.edu

